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Line Current 

120mA 

120mA 

Each consists of two complete regenerators containing component 
apparatus mounted on a printed wiring board and assem
bled in a metal can. Both sides of the repeaters are powered 
from the same power supply. 

Designed as line repeaters to regenerate the 3.152 megabit per 
second (Mb/s), 100-percent duty cycle, duobinary coded 
signals which are received from the preceding line section. 
The regenerated 3.152 Mb/s signal is then transmitted to 
the next location via the following line section. Distorted 
and attenuated pulses from the previous line section are 
received at the input of the line regenerator. These pulses 
are coupled into an active equalizer through a highpass 
network and an automatic line buildout (ALBO). 

The active equalizer is designed to equalize pulses transmitted 
over Pulp, PIC, or DEPIC cables having a maximum loss of 
54 dB for Pulp or 50.2 dB for PIC at 1.576 MHz. The ALBO 
network has negligible effect at maximum cable length. 
When the cable loss is less than 50.2 dB or 54 dB, the con
trol circuit detects the increased signal and feeds a control 
signal to the ALBO network. The ALBO network inserts the 
proper amount of shaped loss at the input of the active 
equalizers to build out the cable loss to 50.2 or 54 dB for 
proper pulse equalization at high frequencies. 

Initial use: TlD Digital Line, Digital Transmission System. 
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